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Abstract—An active noise control (ANC) method to reduce noise
over a region in space based on kernel interpolation of sound field
is proposed. Current methods of spatial ANC are largely based
on spherical or circular harmonic expansion of the sound field,
where the geometry of the error microphone array is restricted to
a simple one such as a sphere or circle. We instead apply the kernel
interpolation method, which allows for the estimation of a sound
field in a continuous region with flexible array configurations. The
interpolation scheme is used to derive adaptive filtering algorithms
for minimizing the acoustic potential energy inside a target region.
A practical time-domain algorithm is also developed together with
its computationally efficient block-based equivalent. We conduct
experiments to investigate the achievable level of noise reduction
in a two-dimensional free space, as well as adaptive broadband
noise control in a three-dimensional reverberant space. The exper-
imental results indicated that the proposed method outperforms
the multipoint-pressure-control-based method in terms of regional
noise reduction.

Index Terms—Adaptive filter, kernel interpolation, spatial active
noise control, sound field control.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE aim of active noise control (ANC) or active noise
cancellation is to suppress unwanted noise by generat-

ing antinoise with secondary sources, i.e., loudspeakers. ANC
techniques have been extensively investigated [1]–[4] along
with their practical applicability, especially for canceling low-
frequency noise [5]–[8].

Achieving effective ANC over a three-dimensional (3D) space
generally requires multiple microphones and loudspeakers to
capture and synthesize a 3D sound field. Adaptive filters are typ-
ically used to minimize the cost function, which in conventional
multipoint pressure control is defined as the power of the residual
noise signals captured by error microphones [3], [9]. Thus, these
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methods primarily reduce noise local to error microphone posi-
tions. Virtual sensing techniques attempt to estimate the noise at
locations remote from the physical error microphones [10]–[12];
however, the cost function is still constructed as the power of
the residual noise at discrete positions including virtual ones.
Therefore, the noise field between the (physical/virtual) error mi-
crophone positions is not taken into consideration. Furthermore,
most of the virtual sensing techniques require an identification
stage to estimate a filter for predicting error signals at the virtual
microphones.

In recent years, spatial ANC, which aims to control noise over
a continuous 3D target region, has attracted attention [13]–[19]
owing to advancements in sound field recording and reproduc-
tion methods [20]–[23]. Most spatial ANC methods are based
on the expansion of the captured sound field into wave-domain
basis functions, such as spherical and circular harmonics [24].
Consequently, the methods can only be applied to a simple
array geometry, such as sphere, circle, or its combination [15],
[18], [19]. Since the secondary sources and error microphones
have to be placed surrounding the target region to suppress the
interior noise field, it is preferable that their placement is flexible.
Moreover, adaptive filtering algorithms for spatial ANC are
derived in the frequency domain with a few exceptions [25], [26].
Implementing time-domain algorithms, especially for broad-
band noise, from these frequency-domain algorithms is not
straightforward. Therefore, it is necessary to develop practical
time-domain adaptive filtering algorithms for spatial ANC.

We propose a spatial ANC approach based on the kernel
interpolation of a sound field. The cost function is defined as the
acoustic potential energy inside the target region. To minimize
this cost function with an adaptive filter, it is necessary to es-
timate the noise field from discrete microphone measurements.
We apply kernel interpolation [27], which makes it possible to
estimate a continuous sound field in the frequency domain under
the constraint of the Helmholtz equation. This interpolation
method is equivalent to spherical/circular harmonic analysis
of infinite order [28], [29] when using pressure microphones.
The sound field can also be estimated from arbitrarily placed
microphones. Therefore, the proposed method can meet the
demand for flexible microphone and loudspeaker arrangements.
Two time-domain algorithms based on kernel interpolation are
developed. An extension of the well-known filtered-x least mean
squares (FxLMS) algorithm [2], [3] for minimizing the regional
noise power is derived, which is called kernel-interpolation-
based FxLMS (KI-FxLMS). We also develop the fast block
KI-FxLMS, which is a more computationally efficient algorithm
using blockwise operations and the fast Fourier transform (FFT).
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of feedforward spatial active noise control.

Although preliminary results of this study are presented in [17],
[30], we here describe in detail the derivations of the algorithms
with a newly obtained optimal frequency-domain filter. In addi-
tion, extensive experimental results including 3D spatial ANC
comparing with the virtual sensing technique and that using real
data obtained in a practical environment are also presented.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the problem statement of spatial ANC is described. The kernel
interpolation method is introduced in Section III. In Section IV,
the proposed spatial ANC algorithms are developed. Experi-
mental results compared with those of the multipoint-pressure-
control-based ANC method and the virtual sensing technique
are reported in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this
paper.

A. Notation

Italic letters denote scalars, lower case boldface italic letters
denote vectors, and upper case boldface italic letters denote
tensors of order two or more, including matrices. The sets of
real and complex numbers are denoted by R and C, respectively.
The unit sphere in R3 is denoted by S2. Subscripts of scalars,
vectors, and tensors indicate their indexes. To illustrate, xi,j is
the (i, j)th entry of the matrix X . The identity matrix of size
N ×N is denoted by IN .

The imaginary unit is denoted by j :=
√−1. The complex

conjugate, transpose, conjugate transpose, and inverse are de-
noted by superscripts (·)∗, (·)T, (·)H, and (·)−1, respectively.
The absolute value of a scalar x is denoted by |x|. The �p-norm
of a vector x is denoted by ‖x‖p.

Indexes of discrete time and filter coefficients are denoted by
n and i, respectively, and angular frequency is denoted by ω,
in arguments of variables or functions. For example, x(n) is
the vector-valued signal at the time index n. The sound velocity
and wave number are denoted by c and k̄ = ω/c, respectively.
Harmonic time dependence ejωt with the time t is assumed
according to conventions in the signal processing literature.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Suppose that a target region Ω is set in the 3D space R3 and
that undesired noise arrives from outside of Ω. The objective
of spatial ANC is to reduce incoming noise over the region
Ω by controlling the output of the placed loudspeakers. The
incoming noise and the loudspeakers are called the primary
noise and secondary sources, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1,
error microphones are placed inside Ω to measure the error of

Fig. 2. Block diagram of a multichannel feedforward ANC system.

the adaptation process. Although the error microphones can be
arbitrarily placed inside Ω, it is usually desirable that the error
microphones are placed near the boundary of Ω to save space
for ANC users. It is also known that the microphones should
be placed near the boundary to estimate an interior sound field,
but arranging the pressure microphones to be completely on the
boundary can lead to the forbidden frequency problem [31]. The
secondary sources are placed around Ω and are used to generate
an antinoise field of the primary noise from the signals captured
by the reference microphones.

The signals of the reference microphones and secondary
sources in the discrete time domain are denoted by x(n) ∈ RR

and y(n) ∈ RL with the time index n, where the numbers of
reference microphones and secondary sources are R and L,
respectively. The error microphone signals and primary noise
at the error microphone positions are denoted by e(n) and d(n)
(∈ RM ), respectively. The number of error microphones is M .
The total pressure field at the position r ∈ Ω and time n is
denoted by u(r, n). The pressure field at the position of the mth
microphone rm is equal to the mth element of e(n), meaning
that em(n) = u(rm, n). The signals in the frequency domain
are distinguished by the angular frequency ω as an argument,
for example, as x(ω) (∈ CR).

The impulse response between the secondary sources and
the error microphones (secondary paths) is represented by a
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) finite impulse response
(FIR) filter G(i) ∈ RM×L of length J , where each i indicates
a matrix of filter coefficients. The error microphone signal e(n)
can be expressed as a superposition of the primary noise and the
secondary source signals as

e(n) = d(n) +

J−1∑
i=0

G(i)y(n− i). (1)

We assume that the true secondary paths are known, for instance,
by measuring them offline. The control filter is a MIMO FIR
filter W (i) ∈ RL×R of length I . The driving signals of the
secondary sources, y(n), are obtained by filtering the reference
signal x(n) with the control filter W (i) as

y(n) =

I−1∑
i=0

W (i)x(n− i). (2)

It is assumed that the effect of the secondary source signals is
negligible at the reference microphone positions.

The above-described ANC setup is a typical multichannel
feedforward ANC system, whose block diagram is depicted
in Fig. 2. Although we focus only on feedforward ANC in
this study, feedback ANC is also useful to suppress periodic
noises [3]. One of the benefits of feedback ANC is its lack of
reference microphones, leading to simple system configurations.
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Feedback ANC algorithms can be developed from the following
derivations by constructing virtual reference signals as

x̂(n) = e(n)−
J−1∑
j=0

G(j)y(n− j). (3)

Our objective is to reduce the power of u(r, n) over the region
Ω by adapting the control filter W (i). Since the error micro-
phones are placed inside Ω in discrete locations, the continuous
sound field u(r, n) has to be predicted from e(n).

III. KERNEL INTERPOLATION OF SOUND FIELD

We here introduce the kernel interpolation of a sound
field [27], with the goal of estimating the sound field inside
the source-free target region Ω from microphone observations.
The kernel interpolation method is formulated in the frequency
domain; hence, the signals are dependent on ω, which is omitted
for notational simplicity in this section.

The sound pressure u(r) at angular frequency ω is observed
by M pressure microphones, i.e., the error microphones. The
observed value of the mth microphone in the frequency domain
is em ∈ C. The interpolation problem is formulated as

minimize
u∈H

M∑
m=1

|u(rm)− em|2 + λ‖u‖2H. (4)

Here, H is a function space for which we seek a solution, which,
therefore, should be designed for representing a sound field,
‖ · ‖H is a norm on H, and λ is a real non-negative parameter.
The first term of (4) is a loss term between u and e1, . . . , eM ,
and the second term is a regularization term. First, we introduce
kernel ridge regression for solving (4) in Section III-A. Next,
we define H for sound field interpolation in Section III-B.

A. Kernel Ridge Regression

When H is a function space called a reproducing kernel
Hilbert space, the optimization problem (4) corresponds to
kernel ridge regression, for which a closed-form solution can
be obtained [32]. First, H is assumed to be a reproducing kernel
Hilbert space with the inner product 〈·, ·〉H and positive-definite
reproducing kernel κ : H×H → C. On the basis of the repre-
senter theorem [33], the solution of (4) can be expressed as

u(r) =
M∑

m=1

αmκ(r, rm), (5)

where αm ∈ C for m = 1, . . . ,M . By substituting (5) into the
objective function of (4), we obtain

αH(KHK + λK)α−αHKHe− eHKα+ eHe, (6)

where

α :=
[
α1, . . . , αM

]T
, (7)

K :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
κ(r1, r1) . . . κ(r1, rM )

...
. . .

...
κ(rM , r1) . . . κ(rM , rM )

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (8)

Since K is Hermitian and positive-definite, α is obtained by
minimizing (6) as

α = (K + λIM )−1 e. (9)

Therefore, u(r) is estimated as

u(r) = κ(r)T (K + λIM )−1 e, (10)

where

κ(r) =
[
κ(r, r1), . . . , κ(r, rM )

]T
. (11)

Thus, the closed-form solution of (4) is (10). Next, it is necessary
to define appropriate H and 〈·, ·〉H, as well as κ.

B. Reproducing Kernel for Sound Field Interpolation

The pressure field u inside the source-free simply connected
region Ω can be modeled as a solution of the following (homo-
geneous) Helmholtz equation [24]:

(∇2 + k̄2)u = 0, (12)

where ∇2 is the Laplacian. Any solution of (12) can be well
approximated by the superposition of plane waves, i.e., the
Herglotz wave function [29], [34], as

u(r) =
1

4π

∫
S2

ũ(ξ)e−jkTrdξ, (13)

where ũ is the (square-integrable) complex amplitude of the
plane wave of arrival directionξ ∈ S2, andk := −k̄ξ is the wave
vector. Using this representation, we define the inner product and
norm over the Hilbert space H as

〈u1, u2〉H =
1

4π

∫
S2

1

γ(ξ)
ũ1(ξ)

∗ũ2(ξ)dξ, (14)

‖u‖H =
√

〈u, u〉H, (15)

respectively. Here, γ(ξ) is a directional weighting function,
which is introduced to incorporate prior knowledge on source
directions.

We set the kernel function κ(r1, r2) as

κ(r1, r2) =
1

4π

∫
S2

γ(ξ)e−jkT(r1−r2)dξ. (16)

When we denote κ(r, r′) by κr′(r), 〈κr′ , u〉 is obtained as

〈κr′ , u〉H =
1

4π

∫
S2

γ(ξ)
1

γ(ξ)
e−jkTr′

ũ(ξ)dξ

=
1

4π

∫
S2

ũ(ξ)e−jkTr′
dξ

= u(r′). (17)

Therefore, we can confirm that κ(r1, r2) is the reproducing
kernel of H. In this study, we set the directional weighting
function to be uniform, i.e., γ(ξ) = 1. Thus, the specific kernel
function κ(r1, r2) is obtained from (49) as

κ(r1, r2) =
1

4π

∫
S2

e−jkT(r1−r2)dξ

= j0(k̄‖r1 − r2‖2), (18)

where j0(·) is the 0th-order spherical Bessel function of the first
kind. See Appendix for the kernel function when using a direc-
tional weighting. The Gram matrix K when using this kernel
function (18) corresponds to the normalized spatial covariance
matrix in a diffuse sound field [35]. When a two-dimensional
(2D) sound field is assumed instead, the corresponding kernel
function becomes

κ(r1, r2) = J0(k̄‖r1 − r2‖2), (19)
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where J0(·) is the 0th-order Bessel function of the first kind.
The kernel interpolation of a sound field from the microphone

measurements e is achieved by using (10) with the kernel
function (18) or (19). Depending on the setting of the number and
placement of microphones, the inversion of the Gram matrix K
sometimes becomes numerically unstable. One simple strategy
to prevent this problem is to appropriately set the regularization
parameter λ. Another well-known strategy is low-rank approx-
imation of K [36], [37].

IV. SPATIAL ANC BASED ON KERNEL INTERPOLATION

The objective of spatial ANC is to reduce the power of the
sound field inside the target region Ω. Therefore, we define
the cost function for adapting the control filter as the acoustic
potential energy inside Ω,

L := E

[∫
Ω

u(r, n)2dr

]
, (20)

where E[·] represents the expectation with respect to the time
n. By assuming a stationary sound field, we can describe the
frequency-domain cost function at ω as

L̄(ω) :=
∫
Ω

|u(r, ω)|2dr. (21)

In both cases, the pressure distribution must be obtained. We
apply kernel interpolation of the sound field to estimate u(r, n)
or u(r, ω) from the error microphone signals e(n) or e(ω).
First, we formulate the optimal filter in the frequency domain.
Then, two adaptive filtering algorithms in the time domain are
derived. We also discuss the difference of these algorithms from
non-spatial ANC algorithms, i.e., multipoint pressure control.

A. Optimal Filter in Frequency Domain

The relationship between the principal signals, given in the
time domain in (1) and (2), can be similarly obtained in the
frequency domain as

e(ω) = d(ω) +G(ω)y(ω), (22)

y(ω) = W (ω)x(ω). (23)

The pressure distribution u(r, ω) can be estimated from the
error signals e(ω) as

u(r, ω) = zT(r, ω)e(ω) (24)

z(r, ω) =
[
(K(ω) + λIM )−1

]T
κ(r, ω). (25)

Here, z(r, ω) is the interpolation filter in the frequency domain,
which is directly obtained from the kernel ridge regression
formulation in (10). The kernel function is given in (18) for
the 3D case and (19) for the 2D case. By substituting (24) into
(21), we can rewrite the frequency-domain cost function L̄(ω)
as

L̄(ω) = eH(ω)A(ω)e(ω), (26)

where

A(ω) :=

∫
Ω

z∗(r, ω)zT(r, ω)dr

= P H(ω)

[∫
Ω

κ∗(r, ω)κT(r, ω)dr

]
P (ω). (27)

Here, P (ω) := (K(ω) + λIM )−1 is defined. Thus, the cost
function L̄(ω) is the power of the error signals subject to the
weighting matrix A(ω). The elements of A(ω) can be deter-
mined from the positions of the error microphones alone. Nu-
merical integration must be performed to calculate the integral
in (27) in most cases; however, it can be avoided for some simple
shapes of Ω [17], [38].

The gradient of L̄(ω) with respect to W ∗(ω) is derived as

∂L̄
∂W ∗ =

∂

∂W ∗ e
HAe

= GHA (GWx+ d)xH, (28)

where ω is omitted. The optimal control filter W (ω) satisfies
∂L̄(ω)/∂W ∗(ω) = 0 as

W (ω) = −(GHAG)−1GHARdxR
−1
xx , (29)

where Rdx = dxH and Rxx = xxH. This control filter W (ω)
is noncausal and includes the unobservable value d, but can
still be useful to investigate fundamental properties. Although
steepest descent algorithms for minimizing L̄(ω) can be derived
from the gradient ∂L̄/∂W ∗ = GHAexH, the direct use of
such frequency-domain adaptive filters suffers from a significant
delay.

B. Kernel-Interpolation-Based FxLMS Algorithm

In this section, we develop a practical time-domain algorithm
based on the frequency domain formulation given in Section IV-
A. The algorithm is referred to as kernel-interpolation-based
FxLMS (KI-FxLMS). The time-domain kernel-interpolation fil-
ter is obtained by inverse discrete-time Fourier transform of
z(r, ω) in (25) as

z(r, i) = F−1 [z(r, ω)] . (30)

Then, the pressure distribution in the time domain can be esti-
mated as

u(r, n) =

∞∑
i=−∞

zT(r, i)e(n− i). (31)

The time-domain cost function (20) can thus be reformulated as

L = E

⎡
⎣ ∞∑
i,j=−∞

eT(n− i)Γ(i, j)e(n− j)

⎤
⎦ , (32)

where Γ(i, j) is the coefficient matrix of the interpolation filter
defined as

Γ(i, j) :=

∫
Ω

z(r, i)zT(r, j)dr. (33)

The gradient of L with respect to the filter coefficients W (i),
denoted by Δ(i), is obtained as

Δ(i) :=
∂L

∂W (i)

= 2

∞∑
ν,η=−∞

J−1∑
j=0

GT(j)ΓT(ν, η)

· E
[
e(n− ν)xT(n− i− j − η)

]
, (34)

where the symmetric property of Γ(i, j) derived from its defi-
nition (33), specifically Γ(i, j) = ΓT(j, i), is used. Note that G
and Γ are here considered deterministic.
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To obtain a practical algorithm, we further simplify the gra-
dient. We apply a change in variables η = ν + k to (34). If the
signals x(n) and e(n) are assumed to be wide-sense stationary
in a local time window, the cross correlation E[e(n)xT(n− i)]
is dependent only on the time difference i. Then, the gradient
Δ(i) can be represented as

Δ(i) = 2

∞∑
k=−∞

J−1∑
j=0

GT(j)AT(k)

· E
[
e(n)xT(n− i− j − k)

]
, (35)

where A(k) is the simplified weighting filter matrix, which can
be obtained from A(ω) in (27) as

A(k) =

∞∑
ν=−∞

Γ(ν, ν + k)

=

∫
Ω

∞∑
ν=−∞

z(r, ν)zT(r, ν + k)dr

= F−1 [A(ω)] (k). (36)

The relationship between the correlation operation in the time
and frequency domains is used in the last line.

In practice, the weighting filter matrix A(k) has to be im-
plemented as a causal FIR filter. We approximate A(k) by
truncating it to a FIR filter of length 2K + 1 and adding a delay
of K samples to make it causal. Then, the causal weighting filter
matrix is defined as

Â(i) :=

{
A(i−K), 0 ≤ i ≤ 2K
0, otherwise

(37)

The same delayK must be added to the error signal to obtain the
correct cross-correlation. Therefore, the gradient Δ(i) becomes

Δ(i) ≈ 2

2K∑
k=0

J−1∑
j=0

GT(j)ÂT(k)

· E
[
e(n−K)xT(n− i− j − k)

]
. (38)

When the secondary path is modeled offline, G and Â can be
combined into a single filter in advance, reducing computational
cost. We define the combination of these two FIR filters as

H(i) :=
2K∑
j=0

Â(j)G(i− j). (39)

Note that Â, and by extension H , can be computed before the
ANC process is started. Then, replacing the expected value of
the gradient with the instantaneous value, the update rule of the
KI-FxLMS is obtained as

W n+1(i) = W n(i)

− μ

J+2K−1∑
j=0

HT(j)e(n−K)xT(n− i− j), (40)

where the subscript of W (i) indicates the time index, μ is the
step-size parameter, and the constant factor 2 in (40) is absorbed
into μ. The step-size parameter is normalized at each time step
by the power of the filtered reference signal, some variation of
which is used in many descriptions of the multichannel FxLMS

Fig. 3. Block diagram of fast block KI-FxLMS. The serial-to-parallel (S → P)
block indicates whether to zero-pad the signal or concatenate the two last signal
blocks. The parallel-to-serial (P → S) block indicates whether the first or second
block should be kept.

algorithm [39]–[41], as

μ(n) =
μ0∑

i

∥∥∥∑j G(j)⊗ x(n− i− j)
∥∥∥2
F
+ β

, (41)

where μ0 is a constant parameter, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker
product, and β is a parameter to avoid division by zero.

C. Fast Block Kernel-Interpolation-Based FxLMS Algorithm

The computational cost of KI-FxLMS can be high when a
large number of channels and long filters are used. By keep-
ing the control filter constant during a finite block, we can
employ a blockwise operation, which allows us to implement
the algorithm with the FFT to reduce computational cost. Such
a technique has been used for the standard FxLMS, which is
called fast block FxLMS [42]. We here describe a blockwise
implementation of KI-FxLMS, i.e., fast block KI-FxLMS.

The linear convolution and correlation operations in the filter
update are performed with the overlap-save algorithm [43] using
the FFT. To avoid causality problems that can be introduced by
block-based processing, the control filter is still obtained in the
time domain. The loudspeaker signals are then easily computed
sample by sample by computing the convolution between x(n)
and W (i) in the time domain.

The block diagram of the fast block KI-FxLMS is shown in
Fig. 3. The block size is denoted by B, and the index of the
block is denoted by b. Each block of signal is represented using
square brackets; for example, x[b] indicates the bth reference
signal block consisting ofx(n) forn ∈ [bB, (b+ 1)B − 1]. The
length of the control filter I is set to be equal to the block length
B. The FFT operation for sequences of two block lengths 2B
is denoted by F2B . After the inverse FFT F−1

2B , one block of
its output is discarded. The serial-to-parallel (S → P) block
indicates whether to zero-pad the signal or concatenate the
two latest signal blocks. Each parallel-to-serial (P → S) block
indicates whether the first or second block should be kept. The
reference signal x filtered by H is denoted by XF ∈ RM×L×R.
The frequency-domain filter H(ω) is here obtained by the FFT
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ofH(i) after applying zero padding up to the length of 2B at the
end of the filter. It is also possible to separately filter with G and
Â in series, which is necessary when estimating the secondary
path online [44]. To calculate the linear correlation, the filtered
reference signal XF is multiplied by e in the frequency domain,
and summed over the dimension of length M . Eventually, the
gradient Δ(i) ∈ RL×R is obtained.

The fast block KI-FxLMS is computationally efficient in
many cases owing to the FFT algorithm. The KI-FxLMS is
often more computationally costly, but performs the filter update
sample by sample. Their computational costs are evaluated in
the next section.

D. Comparison With Multipoint Pressure Control

In ANC methods based on multipoint pressure control, adap-
tive filtering algorithms are derived with the aim of reducing the
primary noise at the error microphone positions. Therefore, the
cost function is typically formulated as the power of the error
microphone signal as

J = E
[
‖e(n)‖22

]
. (42)

In the frequency domain, the cost function for multipoint pres-
sure control at ω is given by

J̄ (ω) = ‖e(ω)‖22 . (43)

By comparing (26) and (43), one can find that the difference
between the cost functions in the frequency domain is only in the
weighting matrix A(ω) applied to the error signals. Therefore,
the optimal filter for multipoint pressure control in the frequency
domain can be obtained by replacing A(ω) in (29) with the
identity matrix IM , giving

W (ω) = −(GHG)−1GHRdxR
−1
xx . (44)

In other words, the proposed method achieves spatial interpola-
tion solely through the multiplication with the weighting matrix
A in (29).

Similar insights can also be applied to the time-domain al-
gorithm. As in (32), the filter coefficient matrix Γ, which is
later simplified to the weighting filter matrix A(i) in (36), is the
difference between the proposed cost function and (42). Thus,
by skipping the convolution of Â(i) in KI-FxLMS, the FxLMS
algorithm for multipoint pressure control can be obtained as

W n+1(i) = W n(i)− μ

J−1∑
j=0

GT(j)e(n)xT(n− i− j). (45)

The fast block version of the FxLMS algorithm can also be
derived for multipoint pressure control.

The difference in computational cost between KI-FxLMS
and FxLMS stems from the weighting filter A. The number
of real-valued multiplications required for every sample of the
input signals, not counting the update of the step-size parameter,
is compared among FxLMS, fast block FxLMS, KI-FxLMS,
and fast block KI-FxLMS in Table I. Since the filter H(i) of
length 2K + J is applied in KI-FxLMS instead of G(i) of
length J , the number of real-valued multiplication increases
by 2RLMK. The fast block implementation often has reduced
computational cost both for FxLMS and KI-FxLMS owing to
the FFT. We assume that an N -length FFT requires N/2 log2 N

TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES OF ALGORITHMS

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for 2D numerical simulation.

complex-valued multiplications, and each complex-valued mul-
tiplication corresponds to four real-valued multiplications. The
difference in computational cost between the regular and fast
block implementations primarily depends on the filter lengths.
For instance, when the lengths of W (i) and H(i) are equal,
M = 48, R = 1, and L = 32, the fast block KI-FxLMS is faster
than KI-FxLMS for I > 32. On the other hand, a disadvantage
of the fast block implementations is the processing delay caused
by the accumulation of samples necessary before processing.
Note that the numbers of real-valued multiplications of fast block
FxLMS and KI-FxLMS algorithms are identical.

V. EXPERIMENTS

Experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed spatial
ANC algorithms in comparison with the multipoint-pressure-
control-based ANC. First, their fundamental performances were
compared by numerical simulation in the frequency domain
assuming a 2D sound field. Then, the time-domain algorithms
were evaluated in a 3D reverberant field, including a comparison
with a virtual sensing technique. Finally, experimental results
using real data obtained by a practical array system are shown.

A. 2D Numerical Simulations in Frequency Domain

In a 2D free field, the target region Ω was chosen as a
square of dimensions 1.0m× 1.0m with its center at the origin.
The numbers of error microphones and secondary sources were
M = 24 and L = 12, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4, the error
microphones were regularly placed along the boundary of Ω,
but half of them were shifted 0.03 m outward to alleviate the
effect of the forbidden frequency problem [31]. The secondary
sources were regularly arranged along the square of dimensions
2.0m× 2.0m. The reference signal was directly obtained from
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Fig. 5. Regional power reduction Pred of the proposed method (Proposed)
and multipoint pressure control (MPC) with respect to frequency. The primary
noise source was a single point source.

Fig. 6. Pressure distribution at 700 Hz. (a) Proposed; (b) MPC. The blue
crosses and green dots indicate error microphones and secondary sources,
respectively. The boundary of the target region Ω is indicated by the square.

Fig. 7. Normalized power distribution at 700 Hz. (a) Proposed; (b) MPC.Pred

was −9.97 dB for Proposed and 0.55 dB for MPC.

the primary noise source. We here investigate two cases for the
primary noise source positions.

Assuming a stationary sound field, we compared the
frequency-domain optimal filters of the proposed method (29)
and multipoint pressure control (MPC) (44). The parameter λ in
(25) was set to 10−4.

As a performance measure for spatial ANC, we define the
regional power reduction Pred as

Pred(ω) = 10 log10

∑
j |u(rj , ω)|2∑
j |up(rj , ω)|2 , (46)

where up(·) denotes the pressure field of the primary noise
source without ANC. The evaluation points rj ∈ Ω were ob-
tained by discretizing the target region Ω every 0.02 m. The
number of evaluation points was 50× 50.

First, results for the case when the primary noise source was a
single point source at (−3.0, 0.2)m are shown. The amplitude of
the primary source signal was 10.0. Fig. 5 shows the relationship
between the frequency and the regional power reduction Pred.
The investigated frequencies were from 100 to 1000 Hz at inter-
vals of 10 Hz. At low frequencies, the noise power was reduced
considerably by both methods, and the performance difference

Fig. 8. Regional power reduction Pred of Proposed and MPC with respect
to frequency. The primary noise source was 16 point sources surrounding the
target region.

was small. The effect of the spatial interpolation in the proposed
method can be seen at higher frequencies. Above 350 Hz, the
Pred of MPC became larger than that of Proposed. The regional
power reduction of the two methods gradually increased as
the frequency increased, because the accuracy of capturing and
synthesizing a sound field with a limited number of loudspeakers
and microphones deteriorates at higher frequencies.

Fig. 6 shows the pressure distribution at 700 Hz. The power
distribution normalized by the average power of the primary
noise field inside Ω, i.e., |u(r, ω)|2/ ∫Ω |up(r, ω)|2dr, is shown
in Fig. 7. The acoustic power inside Ω was reduced by the
proposed method, but remained for MPC. The regional power
reduction Pred was −9.97 dB for Proposed and 0.55 dB for
MPC.

Next, the case where multiple primary noise sources exist is
investigated. Sixteen point sources were equiangularly placed
along the circle of radius 3.0 m with its center at the origin. The
amplitudes of the primary source signals were determined by the
complex Gaussian distribution of mean 10.0 and variance 4.0.
These settings were intended to simulate a diffuse field, which is
the assumption used for deriving the kernel function (18), for the
primary noise field. The relationship between the frequency and
Pred is shown in Fig. 8. Again, the Pred of Proposed was lower
than that of MPC above 350 Hz. Compared with the result of the
single primary source case, the overall regional noise reduction
improved, especially below 800 Hz.

B. Investigation of Interpolation Filter

As described in Section IV-B, the interpolation filter A(i)
must be truncated to be usable in real-time systems. Therefore,
the truncation parameter K defined in (37) has to be chosen
appropriately for the KI-FxLMS algorithm. A short filter is
desirable because it can be cheaper to compute and the control
filter update has to be delayed for K samples in the KI-FxLMS
algorithm. Conversely, the cost of a low K is the truncation
error incurred by setting the filter coefficients A(i) to zero for
|i| > K. To investigate the parameter, we define the truncation
error of the filter A(i) as

EA(K) = 10 log10

∑∞
i=K+1 ‖A(i)‖2F + ‖A(−i)‖2F∑∞

i=−∞ ‖A(i)‖2F
. (47)

The expression is equivalent to the normalized mean square
error of the filtered signal, assuming that the signal before being
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Fig. 9. Impulse response of the kernel interpolation filter A(i) for chan-
nels corresponding to different microphone pairs. The microphone positions
are ra = (−0.275,−0.3, 0.05)m, rb = (0.3,−0.275, 0.05)m, and rc =
(0.275, 0.3, 0.05)m.

Fig. 10. Truncation error of the interpolation filter A(i) for a cuboid target
region of size CΩ m×CΩ m× 0.1m.

filtered is white with independent channels. This allows the error
to be expressed solely in terms of the filter coefficients.

We investigate the effect of truncating the interpolation filter
A for one choice of error microphone array and target re-
gion. The target region is defined as a cuboid of dimensions
CΩ m× CΩ m× 0.1m with its center at the origin. The error
microphones, 48 in total, are regularly placed along the squares
of dimensions CΩ m× CΩ m on the two planes z = 0.05m and
−0.05m, but half of them shifted 0.03 m outward. The impulse
response for a few channels of the interpolation filter, calcu-
lated for CΩ = 0.6, is shown in Fig. 9. The impulse responses
correspond to the weighting between three microphone pairs
at the positions (ra, ra), (ra, rb), and (ra, rc). The positions
of the chosen microphones are ra = (−0.275,−0.3, 0.05)m,
rb = (0.3,−0.275, 0.05)m, and rc = (0.275, 0.3, 0.05)m.

The interpolation filter was computed with a sampling rate
of 4000 Hz, the regularization parameter in (25) was λ = 10−3,
and the integral in (27) was computed using a naive Monte Carlo
integration procedure with 1000 samples [45]. The true filter in
(47) is a noncausal IIR filter and cannot be computed exactly.
As a substitute, a long FIR filter of length 16383 samples was
generated.

The truncation error as a function of K for various values
of CΩ is shown in Fig. 10. The error decreases more slowly
for larger values of CΩ, suggesting a correlation between the

size of the target region and the desired value of K. However,
for all sizes of the target region, the truncation error decreases
rapidly below a certain value of K, after which the decrease
slows down dramatically. Attempting to select a value of K just
past that point is recommended, as it provides most of the value
for a small cost.

C. Time-Domain Simulations Comparing With Remote
Microphone Technique

The proposed time-domain algorithm is evaluated in a 3D
simulated reverberant environment. One current ANC method
applicable to spatial ANC with arbitrarily placed microphones
and loudspeakers is virtual sensing, by densely placing vir-
tual microphones inside the target region. We here compare
the proposed method with the remote microphone technique
(RMT) [10], [46], which is a representative virtual sensing
method, in addition to the MPC-based method. The RMT re-
quires an identification stage to estimate a filter for predicting
signals at the virtual microphone positions from the primary
noise at a fixed position. At this stage, it is necessary to place
microphones at both the physical and virtual positions, but they
are removed from the virtual positions at the running stage. Note
that the identification stage is not necessary for the proposed and
MPC-based methods.

For the RMT with Mv virtual microphones, the virtual sec-
ondary paths Gv(i) ∈ RMv×L, the acoustic paths from the
secondary sources to the virtual microphone positions, must be
measured. We here assume that they are perfectly estimated in
advance. At the identification stage, a FIR observation filter for
predicting the primary noise at the virtual microphone positions
from the primary noise at the physical microphone positions is
estimated. During the running stage, the virtual error signal is
obtained by estimating d(n) from (1), applying the observation
filter, and adding the secondary signals at the virtual microphone
positions estimated fromGv(i) andy(n). Then, the control filter
is updated to reduce the physical and virtual error signals with
the FxLMS algorithm.

We focus on the performance comparison between the pro-
posed kernel-interpolation-based method and RMT; therefore,
the fast block algorithms were used for all three time-domain
algorithms. The reverberant environment was simulated using
the image source method [47], [48]. The room dimension was
7.0m× 5.0m× 2.5m, and the reflection coefficients were set
so that the reverberation time T60 became 0.35 s. For the RMT,
the observation filter was estimated using the physical and virtual
error signals of 40000 samples, i.e., 10 s, with the LMS algorithm
until the normalized mean square error for the virtual error signal
estimation became less than −40 dB. The primary noise source
was placed at (−2.8, 0.3, 0.0)m. The primary noise source
emitted white Gaussian noise filtered by a bandpass filter with
a passband of 50 to 900 Hz, which is hereafter referred to as
Noise.

As a performance measure, we define the regional power
reduction in the time domain as

Pred(n) = 10 log10

∑
j

∑
ν u(rj , n− ν)2∑

j

∑
ν up(rj , n− ν)2

, (48)

where the signal power is calculated over a window in time,
ν ∈ [0, T − 1]. The positions rj are the evaluation points.
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Fig. 11. Positions of error microphones and secondary sources for experiments
using real data. The target region Ω is illustrated by the blue cuboid.

As shown in Fig. 11, the target region Ω and the error mi-
crophone array were defined as in Section V-B with CΩ = 0.6.
The numbers of error microphones and secondary sources were
M = 48 and L = 32, respectively. The secondary sources were
arranged along two squares of dimensions 2.0m× 2.0m at
the heights z = 0.1m and −0.1m. The evaluation points were
972 equally spaced points 3.33× 10−2 m apart inside the target
region. The reference signal was directly obtained from the
primary noise source.

The truncation length of the kernel interpolation filter was
K = 77, chosen with some margin according to the heuristic
presented in Section V-B. The sample rate, integration proce-
dure, and regularization parameter were also the same as in
Section V-B. The length of the control filter was I = 2048, and
the block size B for the fast block algorithms was therefore also
2048. The observation filter length for the RMT was 256. The
parameter β in the update of the step-size parameter (41) was
10−3. The constant parameter μ0 was chosen from [101, 103],
equally divided into 30 values in a logarithmic scale for the fast
block KI-FxLMS. The same procedure was used for RMT and
fast block FxLMS with the range of [10−2, 101].

First, we investigate the effect of the number of virtual mi-
crophones. We compare Mv = 9, 16, 25, and 50 virtual micro-
phones. The first three are distributed on equally spaced grids
inside the target region at the height z = 0m, and the final set
is placed on two equally spaced grids of 5× 5 microphones,
at the heights z = −0.025m and 0.025m. The resulting noise
reduction over time can be seen in Fig. 12, comparing against
fast block KI-FxLMS and fast block FxLMS. The signal power
interval was set to T = 2048 samples. It can be seen that
for fast block FxLMS with the RMT to reach a performance
comparable to the proposed method, a higher number of virtual
microphones are necessary. A single Pred value is calculated at
the end of the 120 s with the signal power interval set to 60 s, i.e.,
T = 240000 samples. The obtained values were Pred = −4.55
and −10.14 dB for fast block FxLMS and fast block KI-FxLMS
respectively. For the RMT, the obtained values were Pred =
−7.91, −8.93, −9.76, and −10.86 dB for increasing number
of virtual microphones.

Next, we evaluate the algorithms’ robustness against changes
in the position of the primary noise source. The primary noise
source position was changed in the positive y direction after
the identification stage. For this simulation, Mv = 50 virtual
microphones were used. The resulting noise reduction Pred of

Fig. 12. Regional power reduction as a function of time, comparing fast block
KI-FxLMS and fast block FxLMS to the RMT when different numbers of
virtual microphones are used. The Pred for the last 60 s were Pred = −4.55,
−10.14dB for fast block FxLMS and fast block KI-FxLMS, and Pred =
−7.91, −8.93, −9.76, and −10.86 dB for RMT with an increasing number
of virtual microphones.

Fig. 13. Regional power reduction for the RMT with Mv = 50 when the
primary source position was changed in the positive y direction after the
identification stage. The Pred is calculated in the interval 60 to 120 s.

the three compared algorithms can be seen in Fig. 13, as a
function of the distance the primary source is moved after the
identification stage. The signal power interval T was again set to
60 s, calculated after 120 s adaptation. The figure shows that the
RMT can achieve a similar level of performance as the proposed
method under ideal circumstances, when the conditions present
during the identification stage remains. However, because the
primary noise must be predicted using the pre-calculated ob-
servation filter, the method becomes sensitive to changes in the
primary noise. In this scenario, only a 0.2 m movement of the
primary source is enough for the RMT to degrade instead of
improve FxLMS performance.

D. Time-Domain Experiments Using Real Data

Another set of time-domain simulations were conducted us-
ing real impulse response data measured in a practical en-
vironment. The impulse responses between the primary and
secondary sources and the error microphones and evaluation
points were measured one by one at each point using swept-
sine signals [49]. The room dimensions were approximately
7.0m× 6.4m× 2.7m, and the reverberation time T60 was
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Fig. 14. Regional power reduction with respect to time. (a) Noise; (b) Music.

TABLE II
REGIONAL POWER REDUCTION IN dB FOR DIFFERENT NOISE SOURCES

about 0.38 s. The primary and secondary sources were or-
dinary closed loudspeakers, and the error microphone was
omnidirectional.

The error microphones, target region and secondary sources
were placed as described in Section V-C and shown in Fig. 11.
We set 72 evaluation points inside Ω, where 36 points were
regularly arranged at intervals of 0.1 m inside each of two squares
of dimensions 0.6m× 0.6m at the heights of z = 0.025 m and
−0.025m. The primary source was placed at (−2.8, 0.3, 0.0)m.
All relevant algorithm and simulation parameters were selected
as in Section V-C. The stepsize for KI-FxLMS and FxLMS was
determined from the same range as its fast block counterpart but
divided by B = 2048.

We investigated two types of noise source for evaluation. The
first is Noise as introduced in Section V-C. The other is the music
signal High Horse by Secret Mountains from the dataset [50]
(Music).

The regional power reduction Pred with respect to time is
shown in Fig. 14, for which the signal power interval was chosen
as T = 2048 samples. The Pred of each algorithm is shown in
Table II, where the time interval for calculating Pred was set to

60 s, calculated after 120 s adaptation. For Noise, the resulting
noise reduction by KI-FxLMS and its fast block version was
much larger than that by FxLMS and its fast block version,
because the proposed kernel-interpolation-based methods take
the regional noise into consideration. KI-FxLMS was slightly
better than fast block KI-FxLMS. FxLMS and fast block FxLMS
differ less with regards to Pred as both are optimizing for the
reduction of noise power at the error microphone positions
instead. Since Music is nonstationary, the regional reduction
varies significantly with time. However, as shown in Table II,
the kernel-interpolation-based methods still outperformed the
MPC-based methods. Since quick adaptation is necessary for
nonstationary noises, the difference in Pred between KI-FxLMS
and fast-block KI-FxLMS for Music was larger than that for
Noise.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a spatial ANC method based on kernel
interpolation for the suppression of noise inside a continuous
region. The noise between the error microphones is taken into
account by estimating the sound field within the region using
kernel interpolation. Whereas current spatial ANC methods
based on spherical/circular harmonic expansion require a simple
error microphone array geometry, the proposed method allows
for arbitrary placement. A practical time-domain algorithm
was derived, called the kernel-interpolation-based FxLMS
(KI-FxLMS), which features only a marginal increase in
computational complexity over FxLMS. We also presented a
computationally efficient block-based implementation using
FFT, the fast block KI-FxLMS. In the presented experiments, the
proposed kernel-interpolation-based methods consistently out-
performed the conventional multipoint-pressure-control-based
methods with regards to regional power reduction. Compared
with the virtual sensing technique, robustness against changes
in the primary noise position was also shown. Although the fast
block KI-FxLMS is more computationally efficient, KI-FxLMS
demonstrated better performance, especially for nonstationary
noise sources.

APPENDIX

KERNEL FUNCTION WITH DIRECTIONAL WEIGHTING

We here derive the kernel function incorporating directional
weighting. Such kernel functions are applicable when prior in-
formation on the approximate source direction is available [29],
[51]. First, we introduce the following relation:

1

4π

∫
S2

e−jξTvdξ = j0

((
v21 + v22 + v23

) 1
2

)
, (49)

where v = [v1, v2, v3]
T ∈ C3. The proof is given in [29].

We here consider the following directional weighting func-
tion:

γ(ξ) := eρξ
Tr̂, (50)

where ρ ≥ 0 is a constant parameter and r̂ ∈ S2 represents the
prior arrival direction of the source. This function is derived from
the von Mises–Fisher distribution in directional statistics [52].
By using (50) for ρ > 0, one can find that the smaller ρξTr̂
is, the larger the norm ‖u‖H in (15) becomes, and vice versa.
That is, the regularization term in (4) becomes larger when the
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difference between the prior arrival direction r̂ and the direction
of ξ becomes larger. The shape of γ(ξ) becomes sharper with
increasing ρ.

By substituting (50) into (16) and using (49), one can derive
the kernel function with directional weighting as

κ(r1, r2)

=
1

4π

∫
S2

eρξ
Tr̂ · e−jkT(r1−r2)dξ

= j0

([
(jρ sin θ cosφ− k̄x12)

2

+ (jρ sin θ sinφ− k̄y12)
2 + (jρ cos θ − k̄z12)

2
] 1

2

)
,

(51)

where φ and θ are the azimuth and zenith angles of r̂, and r1 −
r2 := [x12, y12, z12]

T. By setting ρ = 0, one can find that (51)
corresponds to (18). In the 2D case, the kernel function with
directional weighting is similarly derived as

κ(r1, r2)

= J0

([
(jρ cosφ− k̄x12)

2 + (jρ sinφ− k̄y12)
2
] 1

2

)
, (52)

where φ is the azimuth angle of r̂. Again, for ρ = 0, (52) corre-
sponds to (19). Although we focused on the kernel function of the
uniform weighting function (18) and (19) in this paper, (51) and
(52) are also applicable by replacing the kernel functions [51].
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